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1. **94987-05K**
   - **Oversized Lockup Control Valve & Cutback Valve Kit**
   - **Helps cure:**
     - TCC apply/release problems
     - Converter codes
     - Burnt converters
   - **Note:** Requires tool kit F-94987-TL5 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

2. **94987-01K**
   - **Cutback Valve Kit**
   - **Helps cure:**
     - Engine stalls when put in gear
     - Low line pressure
     - Converter apply complaints

3. **94987-17K**
   - **Oversized Secondary Regulator Valve Kit**
   - **Helps cure:**
     - Converter and transmission overheating
     - Loss of power
     - Planetary & bushing failure
   - **Note:** Requires tool kit F-94987-TL17 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

4. **94987-11K**
   - **Oversized Pressure Regulator & Boost Valve Kit**
   - **Helps cure:**
     - High/Low line pressure
     - Delayed engagements
     - Soft and/or harsh shifts
   - **Note:** Requires tool kit F-94987-TL11 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

5. **94987-09K**
   - **Boost Valve Kit**
   - **Helps cure:**
     - Insufficient line rise
     - Delayed engagement in Reverse
     - Flare upshifts

6. **94987-14K**
   - **Oversized Solenoid Modulator Valve Kit**
   - **Helps cure:**
     - Loss of 3rd & 4th gear
     - No TCC apply
     - Low line pressure
   - **Note:** Requires tool kit F-94987-TL14 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

*Note: 94987-05K can only be used with modulated TCC apply systems.*
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